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Anxiety =
Excessive fear of worry that causes significant distress or impairment in social,

occupational, relational, or other areas of functioning. There is an apprehensive
expectation. These fears or worries become irrational when they are out of proportion to

the actual impact of likelihood of the anticipated event. Simple form: a fear based on
irrational thinking.  ** Fear in this context is considered an emotion.

Based on this definition, when we begin to think irrationally about a certain situation, fear begins to
take over, which then causes our anxiety levels to go up. Before moving forward, people oftentimes
refer to anxiety attacks as “panic attacks,” but these are important to differentiate:

An anxiety attack is based on thinking. When a person has an anxiety attack, they do not
immediately start at a level 10, but begin at a lower level that slowly increases as the
irrational
thinking takes hold. 

A panic attack comes “out of the blue” and can feel like a heart attack as it impacts us
physically such as our breathing and heart rate. A panic attack occurs due to triggers more
at the subconscious level and is not necessarily directly related to thinking. When a person
has a panic attack, it may feel like it starts at a level 10.

DEFINE IT:
Before we can get to the “root” of anxiety, it is important that we first define what anxiety is. 

This worksheet is focused on dealing with anxiety and not panic attacks. Since anxiety is driven by our
thoughts, the basis of getting to the “root” of anxiety is to learn to recognize the thoughts that
lead to it.

Note: Some anxiety feelings can feel very similar to physical body symptoms that result from lack of
proper nutrition,
dehydration, or adrenaline pumping activities. If there is no thought process behind some of your anxiety
feelings, tune into how to show love/compassion for your body.
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EXERCISE 1: 
NOTICE EVERYTHING

The first step in getting to the root of anything is really
awareness. We must start by first noticing everything leading to
the anxiety moments, everything within the anxious moment, and
even what is coming up next for us.

Try answering the following questions in the chart to gain some
insight/awareness of what is going on for you:

What activities or situations were you
involved with in the last two hours?

Who was there?

What are you noticing right now in
your body?

What were you thinking about right
before your anxiety attack?

What activities/engagements do you
have coming up in the next day or
week?

Have you fueled your body well with
proper nutrition?

What major events have been
happening in your life?

What mood are you currently
experiencing?

Have you had opportunity to
authentically express your emotios?

etc. etc. 
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SITUATION
IMMEDIATE
THOUGHTS

Use the this linear chain to recognize the connection between thoughts, emotions and behaviors. As discussed previously,
how you think about a situation determines how you feel and ultimately respond to the situation. The cognitive model shown
below represents this process:

EXERCISE 2: THOUGHT CHAIN

EMOTIONS +
BODY

SENSATIONS

BEHAVIOR/
ACTION/
RESULT

If anxiety takes place in the third step of the process to the
left, and the situation itself cannot be controlled, then it is
the thought that can be changed to reduce anxiety. Use
the worksheet/example below to identify each of these

steps for a current anxiety-provoking situation. See
example if needed. Once you fill it in, go through the

questions below to consider the rationality of the
thought(s) leading to the anxiety and what alternative

thought(s) would lead to a healthier emotion.

EXAMPLE SCENARIO:

My friend
doesn't

respond to my
texts all day.

- I have done
something

wrong.

- She doesn't
really care
about me.

- Iam forgotten
and alone.

- Fear & anxiety
that I did

something
wrong.

- My face feels
hot

- My heart is
racing.

- Replaying
friendship in mind,

ruminating on what I
did wrong.

- Isolating myself in
room, and shutting

off from others.

- Texting aggressive
language to "let her

know how i feel."
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What concrete/factual
evidence do I have that refutes

or supports my thoughts?

PART 2 - Answer reflective questions to determine validity/rationality of the thoughts:

EXERCISE 2: THOUGHT CHAIN

How does this thinking benefit
me or negatively impact me?

What would be a more healthy
or more rational thought?

In what other way can I view
this situation?
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SITUATION

PART 3: Complete alternate thought chain

EXERCISE 2: THOUGHT CHAIN

IMMEDIATE
THOUGHTS

EMOTIONS +
BODY

RESPONSES

BEHAVIOR/
ACTION/
RESULT
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1.  Ensure you are in a safe place, and if necessary, with someone that can provide
support during this exercise
2.  Consider the situation that is triggering your anxiety and rate on a scale of 1 to 10
the beginning level of anxiety you are feeling in the present moment about this
situation (before conducting the exercise)
3.  Begin to do what you can to increase your anxiety about the situation by 2-3
levels 
4. .  Once you feel your anxiety level has increased, reflect on the following
questions:

a.      How did you make your anxiety go up?
b.      What did you start thinking about?
c.      Write out the main thoughts you brought to mind that you used
increase your anxiety.
d.      Are any of these thoughts irrational? If so, what aspects make them
irrational?

5.      Now that the anxiety-triggering thought(s) are identified, consider how you
might bring your anxiety level back down by brainstorming alternative truths or
rational thoughts associated with the situation.
6.      Consider the situation once again, but this time intentionally engage in these
more logical and rational truths in your mind or physically repeating them to
yourself aloud to bring anxiety level back to where you began.

EXERCISE 3: 
PRACTICE RAISING THE LEVEL OF SEVERITY

**NOTE** - Only practice this "root of anxiety" exercise when you are in a safe place away from the
presence of a direct anxious stressor. 
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THANK YOU FOR PRACTICING!
Now it is your turn! Print as many blank copies as you need and use this guide to bring
to your awareness the irrational thoughts at the root of your anxiety and change those

thoughts. 

Lastly, anxiety rooted in thoughts stemming from a traumatic event, family of origin,
abuse, etc. will take more time to dig up and process. It is critical to work through this

within a safe community of people where there is acceptance and support.

If you are unsure whether your thoughts are stemming from past experiences or
repressed memories, start with current stressors or issues and focus on identifying the

thoughts associated with them using this guide. Through this process, you might be able
to identify if there are past experiences that need to be worked through, in which case it

would be wise to seek professional support.
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